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1

Introdu tion

The use of statisti al models in spee h re ognition has been shown to be a powerful approa h. The most ommonly used model is the Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). Several inferen e and learning algorithms have been developed and several extensions have been onsidered for the spe i task of spee h re ognition.
HMMs are exible su h that they an be tuned by adjusting several parameters
(i.e. the number of hidden states, the fun tional form of the output probability
density, the order of the hidden pro ess). However, the onditional independen e (CI) assumptions are xed. The exibility of the model is limited with
these assumptions. Moreover, these assumptions may not be onsistent with
the data. In this work we are proposing a solution to the following problem:
What are the CI assumptions that are onsistent with data for the spee h
re ognition task?
In other words, we propose a methodology to learn the CI from data. And
we use Bayesian Networks for this approa h. A tually HMMs are a subset of
BNs. Therefore, ta kling the problem in the more general setting we have more
degrees of freedom. Although this freedom omes with the ost of omplexity,
we propose a ontrolled me hanism over omplexity and modelling delity.
In Se tion 2, a general de nition of Bayesian Networks is presented with a
set of possible parameterizations of the model. Next the inferen e engine for
BNs is explained in detail. In Se tion 4 and 5, we des ribe the methods of
learning parameters and stru ture of BNs from data. Se tion 6 is devoted to
Dynami Bayesian Networks (DBN). We present the representation of DBNs
in terms of stati BNs a ording to the temporal properties of the underlying
pro ess. In Se tion 7, we des ribe the set of stru tures that we propose for the
spee h re ognition task and give the details of the learning algorithm in this
setting. Finally in Se tion 8, the experimental results are given. And in Se tion
9, a brief dis ussion of the approa h is given with some future work plans.

2

Bayesian networks

2.1 De nition
A Bayesian Network (BN) is an eÆ ient representation for the joint probability
distribution (jpd) of a set of random variables based on a set of onditional
independen e (CI) assumptions. A BN is onstru ted over a set of nodes, where
ea h node is asso iated with a random variable Xi . The onditional independenies among the variables are represented with a dire ted a y li graph (DAG).
The ar s in the DAG represent dependen ies. Being dire tional and a y li
the stru ture of a BN provides a dire t fa torization of the joint probability
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distribution 1 .

n
Y

P (Xi ji )
(2)
=1
This fa torization enables the use of simple lo al onditional distributions rather
than using the full jpd for inferring probabilities. More formally, a BN an be
de ned as follows:
P (X) =

i

De nition 1 (Bayesian Network) A Bayesian Network is a pair (S; ), where
S is a DAG,  is a parameterization of a set fP (X1j1 ); : : : ; P (Xn jn )g of
onditional probability distributions, one for ea h variable, and i is the set of
parents of node Xi in S . The set of CPDs de nes the asso iated jpd as,
P (X) =

n
Y

=1

i

P (Xi ji ):

(3)

Throughout this paper, Xi denotes a ontinuous or dis rete random variable.
Values of the random variable will be indi ated by lower ase letters as in xi .
For a dis rete variable that takes r values, xki denote a spe i assignment for
1  k  r. A set of variables is denoted in boldfa e letters X = fX1; : : : ; Xn g.

2.2 Parameterization
The sele tion of lo al onditional probability distributions (l pd) depends on
the spe i problem. In this work we onsider multinomial distributions for
dis rete variables and onditional Gaussian densities for ontinuous variables.
In the following we give respe tive parameterizations of l pds, for ea h possible
setting of a variable and its parents. We ex lude the ase where a dis rete
variable has a ontinuous parent. There is no exa t inferen e algorithm for su h
a ase.

2.2.1 Dis rete variable with dis rete parents
For a dis rete variable Xi with dis rete parents i , the l pd is represented with
a onditional probability table, i . For ea h distin t on guration ij of i , a
probability ijk is asso iated to ea h instan e xki of Xi . Hen e the parameters
of the l pd are de ned as follows :
ijk = P (Xi = xki ji = ij )

i = 1; : : : ; n
j = 1; : : : ; qi
k = 1; : : : ; ri :

(4)

ri is the number of possible values that Xi an attain and qi is the number of
distin t on gurations of i .
1 From the hain rule of probability, we have the following general fa torization of the jpd
of X :
n
Y
P (X) =
P (Xi Xi 1 ; : : : ; X1 )
(1)
j

i=1

If i is hosen as the set of variables that renders Xi and Xi 1 ; : : : ; X1 , then we have the jpd
fa torization of BNs.
4

2.2.2 Continuous variable with ontinuous parents
For a ontinuous variable Xi , with ontinuous parents i , the l pd is a onditional Gaussian where the mean is a linear fun tion of the values of the parents.
P (Xi ji ) = N ( T i ; 2 )
(5)
i

i

i is a measure of dependen y of Xi on its parents. The size of the ve tor i is
equal to the number of parents of Xi . Hen e the parameters of the l pd are :
2 ;
i = 1; : : : ; n:
(6)
i;
i

Without loss of generality, we assume that the un onditional probability distribution has a zero mean. Extension to the more general ase is trivial 2 .

2.2.3 Continuous variable with dis rete and ontinuous parents
For a ontinuous variable Xi , with dis rete and ontinuous parents i , the
l pd is a table of onditional Gaussians. For ea h distin t on guration of the
dis rete parents, there is an asso iated onditional Gaussian where the mean of
the Gaussian is a linear fun tion of values of ontinuous parents.
P (Xi ji ) = N (

T
ij

i ont: ; ij2 )

i = 1; : : : ; n
j = 1; : : : ; qi :

(7)

Hen e the parameters of the l pd are:
ij

3

i = 1; : : : ; n
j = 1; : : : ; qi :

; ij2 ;

(8)

Inferen e Engine

An important issue in BNs is omputation of posterior probabilities of some
variables given observation. The dire t approa h to ompute and update the
probabilities is not pra ti al for a system with many variables. However, these
operations within small sets of variables are quite easy. Using the fa torization property of Bayesian networks, the inferen e problem an be divided into
operations within smaller sets of variables (i.e. liques).
The inferen e problem in general BNs is still a hot resear h topi . Several
resear hers have developed exa t and approximate inferen e algorithms for different distributions. A review an be found in [16℄. The most ommonly used
exa t inferen e algorithm for dis rete BNs is known as the JLO algorithm [19℄.
The algorithm an also be used for ontinuous Gaussian BNs [8℄. In the following we will des ribe the dis rete version of the algorithm. In the task of spee h
re ognition we will onsider hybrid networks where the ontinuous variables are
fully observable. Hen e the ontinuous nodes an also be onsidered as dis rete
while inferring probabilities. Therefore, the dis rete inferen e engine is suÆ ient
for our purposes.
The JLO algorithm is a re ursive message passing algorithm that works on
the jun tion tree of the BN. The jun tion tree is onstru ted from the DAG
2 Rede ne i = [1 i ℄T and i = [i i ℄T .
5

using some graph-theoreti tools. Starting with a fa torization of the JPD on
the juntion tree the message passing algorithm extends the lo al al ulations
in the liques to the omplete set of variables. In the sequel we des ribe an
algorithm for onstru ting the jun tion tree and show how the message passing
algorithm an be used for inferen e

3.1 Constru ting the Jun tion Tree
In order to de ne the jun tion tree we need to de ne the term lique. A lique
is a omplete set of nodes whi h is not a proper subset of another omplete
set. A set of nodes is said to be omplete if every pair of nodes in the set is
linked. A jun tion tree is a tree of liques that satis es the running interse tion
property (RIP). RIP implies that if a node is ontained in any 2 liques, then
it is ontained in all the liques in the unique path between them.
The rst step in the onstru tion of the jun tion tree is to obtain an equivalent undire ted graph satisfying the asso iated Markov property of the BN. This
is performed by the pro ess of moralization. The moral graph of a DAG is obtained by introdu ing additional undire ted edges between any two nodes with
a ommon hild and subsequently repla ing all dire ted edges with undire ted
ones. The moralization pro ess guarantees that a family of nodes (a node with
all of its parents) will o ur together in a lique.
The se ond step is to add suÆ ient edges to the moral graph to obtain a
triangulated ( hordal) graph. The aim of triangulation is to obtain a de omposable model su h that the joint probability distribution an be fa torized over
the lique potential fun tions. An undire ted graph is triangulated if every loop
of length four or more has at least one hord. There are several ways to add a
hord in a loop with length greater than four. Hen e, the triangulation pro ess
is not unique. In general it is desired to obtain a triangulation with a minimum
number of additional edges. However, this problem is NP- omplete [24℄. We use
the Maximum Cardinality Sear h Fill-In algorithm to obtain a triangulation of
a given undire ted graph [5℄. This algorithm an be implemented in linear time
O(N + l), where N is the number of nodes and l is the number of links in the
graph [23℄ . Given an initial node the algorithm onstru ts a triangulated graph
and returns an ordering of the nodes.

Algorithm: Triangulate



Input : An undire ted graph G = (X; L) with N nodes and an initial node
Xi .



Outputs : A ll-in L , su h that G = (X; L L) is a triangulated graph.
An ordering (numbering) (j ) of nodes
0

0

S

0

1. Set L = ;.
2. Set j = 1, and (j ) = Xi .
3. An unnumbered node Xk is with a maximum number of numbered
neighbors is assigned label j, (j ) = Xk .
S
T
4. If fXk Neighbors(Xk )g f (1) : : : (j 1)g is not omplete, add
ne essary links to make this set omplete and go to Step 2; otherwise,
go to Step 5.
0

6

5. If j = N , then stop; otherwise let j = j + 1 and go to Step 3.
Now that the model is de omposable, the last step is to determine the liques
and to onstru t the tree. In onstru ting the lique tree we use the linear time
algorithm de ned in [25℄. The algorithm pro eeds in two steps. The rst step is
tree formation, where a lique is de ned for ea h node with its lower numbered
neighbors. Then, the liques are linked to satisfy the RIP property.

Algorithm : Tree Formation




Input : A triangulated graph G = (X; L) with a numbering (j ) of nodes.
Outputs : The jun tion tree with non-maximal liques.
1. Form a lique for ea h variable and its lower numbered neighbors.
2. Order the liques in in reasing order a ording to the highest numbered node in ea h lique.
3. For ea h lique Ci in in reasing order
 Identify the subset of its onstituent variables that have o urred
in the lower numbered liques.
 Find a lower numbered lique Cj that ontains this subset.
 Make Ci the parent of Cj .

The resulting liques are not maximal. In the next step a tree redu tion
algorithm is used to obtain the maximal liques and repla e the smaller liques
with the maximal ones.

Algorithm : Tree Redu tion




Input : A jun tion tree of liques reated by Tree Formation algorithm.
Outputs : The jun tion tree with maximal liques.

{ repeat
1. Identify a hild that is a superset of its parent.
2. Contra t the edge between the two and repla e the parent. by
the hild
{ until no hild is a superset of its parent.

3.2 Message passing
The joint probability density of a set of variables an be represented as a produ t
of lique potential fun tions on the asso iated jun tion tree.

P (X) =

Y

C

2C

aC (XC )

(9)

This fa torization an be generalized using the separators in the jun tion tree.
For ea h edge joining two liques Ci , Cj in the jun tion tree a separator set S
is de ned as the interse tion of the nodes in Ci and Cj . Asso iating a separator
7

potential fun tion to ea h separator set, we have the following fa torization of
the joint probability density.
Q
a (X )
P (X) = QC 2C C C

(10)
2S bS (XS )
In the above equation, whenever the denominator is zero, the division is dened to be zero. With any valid initialization of lique and separator potential
fun tions, at the end of the message passing algorithm every potential fun tion
be omes the marginal density for the relative set of variables. And at any step
of the algorithm the potential fun tions onstitute a valid fa torization.
After the initialization, the lo al message passing s heme pro eeds as follows.
A ow from lique Ci to its neighbor Cj is de ned through their separator Sk .
First the separator potential bSk (XSk ) is updated by marginalizing the lique
potential over the variables that are in Ci but not in Sk .
S

X
bSk (XSk ) =
aCi (XCi )
Ci nSk

(11)

Then the update fa tor of the separator is used to update the potential of the
destination lique Cj .
b (X )
Sk (XSk ) = Sk Sk
(12)
bSk (XSk )
(13)
aCj (XCj ) = aCj (XCj )Sk (XSk )
Note that the fa torized representation of the joint distribution is still valid with
the lo ally updated potentials. In order to distribute the information in ea h
lique to the whole tree a two-phase propagation algorithm is used in general.
Given a root lique in the tree, the olle tion-phase absorbs the ows starting
from the leafs towards the root. On e all the ows are olle ted in the root,
messages are send towards the leafs in the distribution-phase. At the end of the
algorithm at most two ows must have o urred along ea h edge.

3.3 Initializing the Jun tion Tree

Given the onditional probability distributions p(Xi ji ) of the variables Xi , the
initialization of the jun tion tree an be performed as follows.
1. Assign ea h Xi to just one lique.
2. For ea h lique C that is assigned with at least one variable de ne the
potential fun tion as the produ t of p(Xi ji ) over all Xi assigned to C .
3. For all separators and the remaining liques de ne the potential fun tion
to be 1.
With the above initialization of the jun tion tree, the message passing algorithm yields a prior probability distribution in ea h lique and separator.
Q
P (X )
P (X) = QC 2C C C
S

2S PS (XS )

8

(14)

The same algorithm an also be used to ompute posterior probability distributions given an observation of a subset of variables. On e the lique tree is
properly initialized with the observation, the two-phase propagation algorithm
di uses the observation and the resultant potentials are the posterior marginal
distributions in ea h lique and separator. The observations are used in the
algorithm as follows.
Let Xh be the subset of variables that are hidden or unobserved and let
Dl = fXi = xi ; Xj = xj ; : : :g be an observation of the set of variables Xo =
XnXh . In order to ompute p(Xh jDl ) we rst de ne an eviden e fun tion su h
that

xi = xi
g(xi ) = 10 ifotherwise.
(15)
After initializing the jun tion tree with the onditional probability distributions,
we multiply ea h lique potential with the eviden e fun tion a ording to the
variable assignment in the initialization step.

aC (XC ) = aC (XC ) 

Y

: 2XC

g(xi )

(16)

i Xi

With the in orporation of eviden e, when the propagation algorithm rea hes
equilibrium, the lique potentials are the joint probability of the lo al hidden
variables and the observed eviden e.
aC (XC ) = P (XhC ; Dl )
(17)
If the potential fun tion at a lique is normalized to sum to 1, one gets the
onditional probability of the lo al hidden variables given the observation,
P (XhC jDl ):
(18)
If the lique potential is marginalized over the hidden variables the probability
of the observed eviden e is obtained.
X
(19)
P (Dl ) = P (XhC ; Dl )
XhC

3.4 Generalized operations
Other than probability omputations, the inferen e engine an also be used for
nding the most probable on guration of the variables or sele ting a random
sample from the distribution.

3.4.1 Most probable on guration
In order to nd the most probable on guration of the variables with or without
eviden e, it is suÆ ient to repla e the marginalization operation in the ows with
max-marginalization. The max-margin of a potential a(X ) on Y  X is de ned
as follows:
b(Y ) = max a(X )
(20)
Y nX
When the propagation algorithm is run with max-marginalization in orporating
some eviden e, the best explanation of the eviden e is obtained.
9

3.4.2 Random on guration
Another useful operation ould be generation of random samples from the joint
probability distribution. This is performed with a slight modi ation in the
propagation algorithm. After the regular olle tion phase, the distribution
phase is repla ed by a sample random- on guration phase. Starting from the
root lique, a random- on guration is pi ked from the distribution on the ea h
lique. Whenever a random- on guration is pi ked in a lique, this is entered
as eviden e by setting all other entries to zero in the lique potential.

4

Learning parameters from data

In this se tion we handle the problem of learning parameters of a BN given a
xed stru ture and a set of observations. In the rst se tion we des ribe the ML
estimation algorithm. Next we assume that there is some prior knowledge of the
parameters and show how to in orporate this information in MAP estimation.
Finally we show how to handle in omplete data sets in the ase of ML estimation
and derive the EM update equations for di erent parameterizations.

4.1 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimation
In ML estimation, the parameters of the BN are hosen su h that the likelihood
of the observed data is maximum.
^ ML = arg max p(DjS; )

(21)

ML estimation is a powerful method espe ially for large data sets. For small
data sets, there are two basi problems about ML estimation, sparse data, and
over- tting [4℄, [2℄.
 Sparse data : Consider a dis rete BN, and a dataset D. If there are
no instan es of a spe i realization of a variable in D, then the sample
likelihood does not exist. Hen e, ML estimate is unde ned. In order to
de ne the ML estimate for n binary variables and a fully onne ted BN,
one needs more than 2k 1 instan es in the data set [4℄.
 Over- tting : For small data sets, the maximum likelihood value may be
mu h greater than the a tual value. This over-estimation de reases as the
data set size in reases and the likelihood onverges to the a tual value.
However, even there is over-estimation, the ML solution attempts to t
the data as well as possible. This results in a set of parameters that t to
an insuÆ ient data. This is alled over- tting. (see [4℄ for an illustrated
explanation)

4.1.1 Data likelihood
Let Cl denote a omplete (i.e. Cl onsists of the realization of all the variables)
random sample from the jpd of X. Using the fa torization property of the jpd,
the likelihood of Cl an be expressed as a produ t of lo al likelihoods.
P (Cl jS; ) =

n
Y

=1

i
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P (xi ji ; S; )

(22)

xki and ij denote the respe tive realizations of Xi and i in Cl . For a data set
D onsisting of L i.i.d. samples, the likelihood an be omputed as:
L
Y

P (DjS; ) =

=1

l

P (Cl jS; )

(23)

4.1.2 ML parameter estimation for dis rete BNs
For a dis rete BN, the likelihood of a omplete sample Cl is written as :
n
Y

P (Cl jS; ) =

=1

i

n
Y

=

=1

P (xki jij ; S; )

(24)

ijk

(25)

i

qi Y
ri
n Y
Y
1lijk

=

=1 j=1 k=1

i

ijk

(26)
(27)



1 if Xi = xki and i = ij in Cl
(28)
0 otherwise
The likelihood of a omplete dataset D, where ea h random sample Cl is independent and identi ally distributed (i.i.d.), an be written as:
1lijk =

L
Y

P (DjS; ) =

=1

l

P (Cl jS; )

qi Y
ri
n Y
Y

=

=1 j=1 k=1

i

Nijk
ijk

(29)
(30)

L
X

Nijk =

1lijk
(31)
=1
Maximizing the likelihood term is equivalent to maximizing the log likelihood.
Hen e, we obtain the ML parameter estimates as follows where Nijk are omputed by ounts in the observed data.
l

i = 1; : : : ; n
j = 1; : : : ; qi
k = 1; : : : ; ri :

N
^ijk = Pri ijk
k=1 Nijk

(32)

4.1.3 ML parameter estimation for ontinuous BNs
For a ontinuous BN the likelihood of a omplete dataset D is written as:
P (DjS; ) =
=

L
Y

=1

l

P (Cl jS; )

L Y
n
Y

=1 i=1

l

1
(xli iT il )2
g
exp
f
2i2
2i2

p

11

(33)
(34)

Maximizing the log-likelihood , one obtains the following ML parameter estimates :
^iT =

L
hX

il ilT

L
i 1h X

=1
l=1
PL
l
T l 2
^
i i )
l=1 (xi
=
L

xli ilT

i

(35)

l

^i

for i = 1; : : : ; n

(36)

4.1.4 ML parameter estimation for hybrid BNs
For hybrid BNs the likelihood an be de omposed a ording to the type (disrete or ontinuous) of the variable and its parents. Then, ea h fa tor in the
de omposition an be maximized separately. Therefore, the ML parameters for
dis rete variables with dis rete parents and ontinuous variables with ontinuous parents are as given above. For the parameters of ontinuous variables
with dis rete and ontinuous parents, maximization should be performed separately for ea h distin t on guration of dis rete parents. Hen e the estimates
are obtained as:
^ijT =

L
hX

=1
PL
l
l=1 (xi
=
l

^ij

 

jl jl T
i i

L

L
i 1h X

=1
^ijT ijl )2
l

xli ijl T

i

i = 1; : : : ; n
j = 1; : : : ; qi

(37)
(38)

4.2 Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation and Bayesian
learning
The MAP estimate of a random variable  is de ned as the value that maximizes
the a posteriori pdf given observed data D. Using Bayes rule, one an show that
maximizing the a posteriori pdf is equivalent to maximizing the joint pdf of D
and , whi h an be fa torized as the produ t of the data likelihood and the a
priori parameter pdf.
^ MAP = arg max P (jD; S )

(39)

= arg max P (Dj; S )P (jS )
(40)

MAP estimation an be viewed as an approximation to Bayesian learning.
In Bayesian approa h, the data likelihood is omputed by averaging over all possible parameter values (i.e. one takes the expe tation using the prior parameter
pdf).
Z
P (DjS ) = P (DjS; )  P (jS )d
(41)
Hen e, Bayesian parameter learning is the update of prior parameter pdf using
the observed data.
P (jS )P (DjS; )
P (jS; D) =
(42)
P (DjS )
MAP estimation approximates this integral with the maximum value of the
integrand.
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In order to use MAP estimation or Bayesian learning for the parameters of a
BN, one needs to de ne the prior pdf for the parameters . An important point
in the sele tion of the prior is to have a onjugate family so that the fun tional
form remains the same in the presen e of data (i.e. the prior and posterior pdfs
have the same fun tional form). Constru tion of parameter priors for DAG
modes is dis ussed in [14℄.
The initialization of the priors is another issue, whi h requires prior knowledge over the domain. [18℄ de nes a method to initialize parameter priors for
BNs of dis rete variables with multinomial distributions based on a set of assumptions. A similar method is extended to ontinuous ase in [17℄.

4.3 EM algorithm for parameter learning in the ase of
in omplete data
In the ase of in omplete data, the fa torization property of the BN annot be
used to ompute the data likelihood. The likelihood of an in omplete sample
Dl , where Xh is the set of unobserved (hidden) variables, turns out to be:

P (Dl jS; ) = E fP (Dl ; Xh jS; )g:

(43)

The expe tation is taken with respe t to P (Xh jS; ). The EM algorithm is
based on forming the onditional expe tation of the log-likelihood fun tion for
omplete data, given the observed data [22℄.

Q( j) = E flog P (Dl ; Xh jS;  )g
0

0

(44)

The algorithm starts with an initialization of the parameters  and alternates
between E-step and M-step. At the E-step,  is xed and Q is evaluated as a
fun tion of  . At the M-step, Q is maximized in  .
0

0

^ = arg max Q( j)



(45)

0

0

4.3.1 EM algorithm for parameter learning in dis rete BNs
Let Cl denote a ompletion of the in omplete sample Dl with some random
realizations of Xh . Then the auxiliary fun tion is written as:
Q( j) =
0

=
=

X
xh

P (Xh jDl ; S; ) log P (Cl jS;  )
0

(46)

qi X
ri
n X
X
X
1
log ijk P (Xh ; Dl jS; )1lijk (47)
P (Dl jS; ) i=1 j=1 k=1
xh
0

qi X
ri
n X
X
1
log ijk P (xki ; ij jDl ; S; )
P (Dl jS; ) i=1 j=1 k=1
0

(48)

The M-step gives the parameters for the next iteration where we need to perform
inferen e to ompute the probabilities.

P (x ;  jD ; S; )
^ijk = Pri i ki jl
k=1 P (xi ; i jDl ; S; )
k
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j

(49)

For a set of L observations, we have:
PL

P (xi ; i jDl ; S; )
^ijk = Pri l=1
PL
j
k
k=1
l=1 P (xi ; i jDl ; S; )
k

j

(50)

4.3.2 EM algorithm for parameter learning in ontinuous BNs
Q( j) =
0

=
=

Z
Z

P (Xh jDl ; S; ) log P (Cl jS;  )dxh

(51)

0

n h
X

P (Xh jDl ; S; )

n
X

=1

i

"

1
log q
i=1
2i2

log q

(xli

1

2i2

0

0

i

2i2

T
0

il )2 i

dxh(52)

0

1 h l
E fxi g 2
2i2

0

i

0

T

E fx 

l lT
i i

i

g + E f  g
l lT
i i

#

(53)

In the M-step the maximization over i and i2 is performed for ea h i
separately.
i 1h
i
h
^iT = E fil ilT g
(54)
E fxli ilT g
for i = 1; : : : ; n
(55)
^i = E f(xli ^iT il )2 g
0

0

For a set of L observations, we have:
^iT =

L
hX

=1
PL
l
l=1 E f(xi
=
L
l

^i

L
i 1h X

E fil ilT g

=1
^iT il )2 g
l

i

E fxli ilT g

(56)

for i = 1; : : : ; n

(57)

The expe tations are omputed over P (Xh jDl ; S; ) whi h an be omputed by
inferen e using the initial parameter set.

4.3.3 EM algorithm for parameter learning in hybrid BNs
As in ML estimation, the parameter estimates of hybrid BNs are onsidered
separately for di erent types of parents and hildren. The estimates for a hybrid
on guration where a dis rete node has both dis rete and ontinuous parents,
are obtained as follows:
^ijT =

L
hX

=1
l=1
PL
l
T jl 2
^
ij i ) g
l=1 E f(xi
=
L
l

^ij

L
i 1h X

E fijl ijl T g
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i

E fxli ijl T g

i = 1; : : : ; n
j = 1; : : : ; qi

(58)
(59)

5

Learning stru ture from data

5.1 Stru tural learning with omplete data
The stru ture of a BN, de nes the onditional independen ies among the variables. Learning stru ture means learning onditional independen ies from observations. The parameters of a BN with a given stru ture are estimated by
ML or MAP estimation. One an use a similar method for hoosing a stru ture for the BN that ts to the observed data. However, stru tural learning
is slightly di erent than parameter learning. If we onsider ML estimation or
MAP estimation with uninformative priors then the stru ture that maximizes
the likelihood will be the result. In this ase omplex stru tures (i.e. that has
more dependen ies between variables) will be more apable to in rease the likelihood be ause they have more degrees of freedom. However, the aim is to nd a
stru ture that en odes the independen ies among the variables, that is we want
our stru ture to be as simple as possible.
The general approa h to stru ture learning is to introdu e a s oring metri
that evaluates ea h stru ture for the given data and then to sear h for the best
stru ture a ording to this metri .

5.2 S oring stru ture
The riteria for sele ting a stru ture has two terms. One for maximizing the
likelihood and one for minimizing the omplexity.
^ ; S ) P en(S )
S ore(S; D) = log P (Dj

(60)

An important property for a s oring metri is de omposability. If a metri
is de omposable, it an be fa torized as a multipli ation of lo al metri s. The
lo al metri is a fun tion of a variable and its parents. Hen e when omparing
two stru tures, it is suÆ ient to ompare the lo al metri s that di er.

5.2.1 Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC), Minimum Des ription
Length (MDL) S ore
MDL says that, the best model of a olle tion of data items is the model that
minimizes the sum of




the length of the en oding of the model
the length of the en oding of the data given the model

[21℄ uses the MDL prin iple to s ore a BN. The rst term is related to the
omplexity of the model. The simpler the model the less the en oding length
will be. Therefore the MDL s oring penalizes omplex network stru tures. The
se ond term is related to the likeliness of the data based on the model. In oding
theory the odewords with higher probability are represented with shorter odes.
Therefore the length of the en oding is a measure of likelihood of data. The
shorter the en oding the more likely the data. Hen e learning a BN based on
the MDL s ore is equivalent to



minimizing the penalty s ore for the omplexity of the stru ture
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maximizing the likelihood of data given the stru ture, based on ML parameter estimates

BIC s ore results from the approximation of the likelihood of the data given
the stru ture around the MAP or ML estimates of the parameters. The approximation results in the same formulation of MDL [16℄.
S oreMDL;BIC = log P (Dj^ ; S ) Dim(S )
(61)



For a dis rete BN

Dim(S ) =

 Pn

[ki log n + d(ri
logiL=1Pn (r2i 1)qi
i=1
2

1)qi ℄

for MDL
for BIC

(62)

5.2.2 Bayesian Diri hlet (BD, BDe) S ore
In Bayesian approa h the data likelihood is omputed by taking the expe tation
over all possible network stru tures.
P (Dl ) =

X
S

P (Dl jS)P (S)

(63)

Bayesian stru tural learning is updating the belief on ea h stru ture by omputing the posterior P (S jD). Hen e, Bayesian s oring metri is the posterior
stru ture pdf, or equivalently P (S; D).
For dis rete BNs, [7℄ derived a Bayesian s oring metri based on the following
assumptions.



Assumption 1 : Multinomial sample
The network stru ture hypothesis is true if and only if the database D an
be partitioned into a set of multinomial samples 3 .



Assumption 2 : Parameter Independen e
Given a network stru ture S , if P (S ) > 0, then
Q

{ P (S jS ) = ni=1 P (i jS )
Qi
{ P (i jS ) = qj=1
P (ij jS ) for i = 1; : : : ; n

With this assumption the likelihood p(DjS ) an be fa torized. The assumption of parameter independen e orresponds to the assumption that
one's knowledge is equivalent to having seen only omplete ases.



Assumption 3 : Parameter modularity
The parameters asso iated with a variable, only depends on its parents.
This assumption provides the use of prior parameter distributions de ned
on a omplete network for all other networks with the same parental onguration.
3 Consider a one-variable domain U = y where y an take values y1 ; : : : ; yr . A nite
sequen e of observations D = y1 ; : : : ; yN is an r-dimensional multinomial sample if
{ D is ex hangeable (inter hanging any two observations in the sequen e does not hange
the probability of D)
{ k > 0 for k = 1; : : : ; r and Prk=1 k = 1 and p(yl = yk y1 ; : : : ; yl 1 ; ) = k
j
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Assumption 4 : Diri hlet
The parameters have a Diri hlet distribution. P (ij jS ) = Dir( ijk )
This assumption is eliminated when only positive distributions are onsidered. It is proved that Diri hlet distribution is the only distribution that
is onsistent with previous assumptions [18℄.
Assumption 5 : Complete Data
In this ase the likelihood an be omputed in losed form.
qi
n Y
Y

ri
) Y
( ijk + Nijk )
(64)
(
+
N
)
( ijk )
ij
ij
i=1 j =1
k=1
In [18℄, the BDe metri is derived with the following additional assumptions.
 Assumption 6 : Hypotheses Equivalen e
S denotes the same hypotheses for S 1 and S 2, if they are isomorphi (i.e.
they represent the same assertions of onditional independen e).
With this property, all omplete network stru tures an be onsidered
under the same hypotheses.
 Assumption 7 : Stru ture possibility
All omplete network stru tures have probability greater than zero.
P (S ) > 0
(65)

S oreBD = P (S )  P (DjS ) =

(

ij

The additional assumptions imposes the following onstraints on the Diri hlet exponents :
k
j
(66)
ijk = s P (Xi = xi ; i =  jS )
s is the equivalent sample size that is a measure of the prior domain knowledge.
It an be onsidered as the number of observations on the domain to a hieve urrent knowledge. This onstraint enables the initialization of the prior parameter
pdf of an arbitrary network stru ture given the pdf of a omplete stru ture.
The BDe metri also has the property of likelihood equivalen e. That is, the
data likelihoods for two stru tures S 1 and S 2 are the same if they are isomorphi .
Hen e, assuming uniform stru ture priors, the s ores of two stru tures, that have
the same onditional independen e assertions, are the same.
The Bayesian metri for ontinuous BNs is handled in [17℄.

5.2.3 Stru ture Priors
In Bayesian s oring metri s the preferen e for the stru ture (i.e. to hoose simpler stru ture) is represented in the prior stru ture distribution. The stru ture
priors are de ned so as to penalize the stru tures that deviate from the initial
stru ture. In [18℄ the deviation is represented as the number of di erent ar s
between two networks. For a single variable this is denoted as Æi .



n
Y

0<<1
=1
In [3℄, Buntine onsiders di erent penalty fa tors for di erent ar s.

P (S ) =

Æi

i
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(67)

5.3 Sear hing stru ture spa e
Sear hing the stru ture spa e for high s ored stru tures is the next issue in
stru ture learning. It has been shown in [6℄ that nding the stru ture with maximum s oring is NP-hard. Therefore for arbitrary stru tures, heuristi sear h
algorithms are used.



K2 sear h : Initialize with an ordering of nodes su h that the parents of
a node are listed above the node. Starting with an empty stru ture and
tra ing the node list in order, one adds a parent to the node that in reases
the s ore. The number of parents to be added to a single variable may be
limited to a predetermined onstant for fast inferen e [7℄.



Lo al sear h : Initialize with a network stru ture, possibly random. Evaluate the hange in the s ore for all ar hanges on this network and hoose
the one that has the maximum hange. Continue this pro ess until no
more ar hanges in reases the s ore. This algorithm generally sti ks into
lo al maxima.



Iterated hill- limbing : Apply lo al sear h until lo al maximum. Randomly perturb the stru ture and repeat the pro ess for some manageable
number of iterations.



Simulated annealing : Initialize the system with some temperature T0 .
Evaluate
e
p = expf g:
(68)
T0
If p = 0 make the hange e; otherwise make the hange e with probability
p. Repeat the evaluation and sele tion times or until
hanges. If
there are no hanges is repetitions stop sear hing; otherwise lower the
temperature multiplying by 0 < < 1, and ontinue sear hing.

There are also some polynomial algorithms for some spe ial ases (i.e. for
stru tures where ea h node an have only one parent, see [6℄ for a brief review).

5.4 Stru tural EM algorithm with in omplete data
In the in omplete data ase the parameters orresponding to a spe i stru ture
annot be obtained without a parametri sear h algorithm. Hen e, the s oring
metri s des ribed above, are not de omposable and annot be evaluated dire tly.
The stru tural EM algorithm evaluates the expe ted s ore of a network based
on some initial network [11℄, [12℄.

Q(S ;  jS; ) = ES;fS ore(S; D)g
0

0

(69)

The expe tation is taken with respe t to P (Xh jD; S; ). The omputation
of the expe ted s ore generally requires inferen e within the previous network
(S; ).
The SEM algorithm starts with an initialization of the stru ture and orresponding parameters. At the E-step, the expe ted s ore is omputed for the
andidate stru ture. At the M-step, the sear h algorithm determines the next
18

andidate stru ture to maximize the expe ted s ore. These two steps alternate
until the maximizing stru ture is found.
An alternative SEM algorithm is also proposed that performs parametri
maximization for some spe i ed number of steps within stru tural maximization [11℄. This leads to omputational advantages, sin e parametri sear h is
omputationally heaper than stru ture sear h.
Initialize Model

Current
Model

Training
Database

Update Model

ML estimation of
parameters for
the search class

Search within
structure class to
maximize the score
NO
Convergence
YES
Learned Model

Figure 1: SEM algorithm
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Dynami Bayesian networks

6.1 De nition
A DBN en odes the joint probability distribution of a time-evolving set of variables X [t℄ = fX1[t℄; : : : ; Xn [t℄g. If we onsider T time sli es of variables, the
DBN an be onsidered as a (stati ) BN with T  n variables. Using the fa torization property of BNs, the joint probability density of XT1 = fX [1℄; : : : ; X [T ℄g
an be written as :
n
T Y
Y

P (X [0℄; : : : ; X [T ℄) =

=1 i=1

t
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P (Xi [t℄jit )

(70)

where it denotes the parents of Xi [t℄.

6.2 Dependen y range and stru tural indu tions
In the BNs literature, DBNs are de ned using the assumption that X [t℄ is
Markovian and stationary [10℄ [9℄ [20℄ [15℄ [13℄. The time dependen y properties
of Xi [t℄ determines the parents, and hen e the network stru ture at time t. If
the pro ess is stationary, then the network stru ture is repeating for ea h time
instant. However, are must be taken for the boundary regions depending on
the dependen y range (i.e. the initial time sli e for a rst order Markovian
pro ess).
More generally, violating the Markov assumption, one an assume that dependen y is both to the past and to the future. More formally, we onsider that
the pro ess X [t℄ satis es:
P (Xi [t℄jXt1+f ) = P (Xi [t℄jX [t p ℄; : : : ; X [t + f ℄)
(71)
for some integers p and f . Graphi ally, the above assumption states that a
variable at time t an only have parents in the interval [t p ; t + f ℄. The
boundaries are the rst p and the last f time sli es. The dependen y time
windows in these regions are di erent. This means that we do not have the
repeating transition stru ture in these time sli es.
Hen e, the overall DBN stru ture an be de omposed with respe t to three
time intervals : In [1; p ℄ and [T f + 1; T ℄ we have p and f di erent stru tures, respe tively. In [p + 1; T f ℄ the stru ture is repeating. With this
onsideration, the DBN representation simpli es to (p + f + 1) stati BNs:
p initial networks, f nal networks and a transition network. These networks
are onstru ted onsidering a single time sli e. Only the variables at time sli e
t an have parents in ea h of these networks. With this property, the jpd an
be fa torized over these networks.

T f
p 1
T
n Y
Y
Y
Y
P (Xi [t℄jTi [t℄)
P (Xi [t℄jFi [t℄) (72)
P (Xi [t℄jIi [t℄)
P (X [0℄; : : : ; X [T ℄) =
t=p
i=0 t=0
t=T f 1
This is similar to the representation in [13℄, where rst order Markov assumption
is used, resulting in one initial network and a transition network.

Example :
Consider a DBN for the variables Xo [t℄; Xh [t℄, with the following
assumptions :
P (Xh[t℄jXt1+1 ) = P (Xh [t℄jXh [t 2℄; X [t 1℄)
(73)
P (Xo[t℄jXt1+1 ) = P (Xo [t℄jXh [t 1℄; X [t℄; X [t + 1℄) (74)
The DBN stru ture for 5 time sli es is given in Figure 2. The maximum past and future dependen y parameters are, p = 2 and f = 1.
Therefore, the DBN an be represented with 2 initial, 1 nal and a
transition stati networks. The transition network an dire tly be
onstru ted from the dependen y assumptions as shown in Figure
4( ).
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In onstru ting the initial and nal networks we have to onsider
the dependen y assumptions for ea h time sli e in the boundaries.
For t = 1, the assumptions for Xo [1℄ and Xh [1℄ an be restated as
follows.
P (Xh [1℄jX21 ) = P (Xh [1℄)
(75)
2
P (Xo [1℄jX1 ) = P (Xo [1℄jX [1℄; X [2℄)
(76)
It is easy to see that these assumptions imply the stru ture shown
in Figure 3(a). Similarly onsidering the assumptions for t = 2 and
t = T , one obtains the network stru tures given in Figure 3(a) and
4(d), respe tively.

Xh [1℄

Xh [2℄

Xh [3℄

Xh [4℄

Xh [5℄

Xo [1℄

Xo [2℄

Xo [3℄

Xo [4℄

Xo [5℄

Figure 2: DBN for T = 5
Xh [1℄

Xh [2℄

Xh [1℄

Xo [1℄

Xh [2℄

Xh [3℄

Xo [2℄
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Initial networks

6.3 Inferen e and Learning in DBNs
A dire t approa h to infer probabilities in a DBN, is to onstru t a huge stati
BN for the desired time window of variables and then use the general inferen e
algorithms for stati BNs. This requires that the end of the time sequen e is
known. For more general ases, Kjaerulf des ribes a omputational s heme for
dynami ally updating the inferen e engine with in oming data [20℄.
Learning algorithms for BNs an also be used for DBNs. With the assumption of statinoarity, the fa torization of the DBN over stati BNs enables us
to apply these algorithms [13℄. However, to learn the stati networks the observation sequen e should be properly feed to ea h network (i.e the transition
network should be feed with the proper transitions in the data).
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Xh [t 2℄

Xh [t 1℄

Xh [t℄

Xh [t + 1℄

Xh [T 2℄

Xh [T 1℄

Xo [t℄

Xh [T ℄

Xo [T ℄

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Transition and nal networks
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DBNs for spee h re ognition

In spee h re ognition ea h utteran e is onsidered as a set of feature ve tors from
small time intervals that is assumed to be stationary. The general modelling
strategy is to nd a model for the produ tion of these feature ve tors in the
sense that the likelihood of the observations based on the model is maximum.
A ommonly used model is the HMM model whi h is a tually a DBN with two
variables: a dis rete hidden state variable and a ontinuous observed feature
ve tor. The assumptions of HMM imposes a xed stru ture for the DBN where
Xh [0℄

Xh [t℄

Xh [T ℄

Xo [0℄

Xo [t℄

Xo [T ℄

Figure 5: HMM represented as a DBN
ea h observed variable is the hild of the hidden state in the same time sli e and
ea h hidden state variable is the hild of the hidden state variable in the previous
time sli e. Although HMMs have shown signi ant performan e in re ognition,
there are still some limitations. Considering the exibility of Bayesian networks,
a simple question is that why are we limited with the assumptions of rst order
HMMs.
In the DBN setting the indu tions of HMMs an be extended. One an
onsider additional variables for ea h time sli e to represent arti ulators in the
spee h produ tion pro ess [25℄. Another approa h is to impose additional dependen ies among variables a ross time sli es [1℄. More importantly, the learning algorithms of BNs allows a totally data driven modelling. Not only the
parameters, but also the dependen y stru ture an be adapted to data.
In the following we investigate di erent DBN stru tures for spee h re ognition task, onsidering two variables for ea h time sli e as in standard HMM. We
assume that the hidden state variable is dis rete with a multinomial distribution
and the observed feature ve tors have a onditional Gaussian density. Later we
22

use the set of possible stru tures to limit the sear h spa e of stru tural learning
algorithms.

7.1 DBN stru tures for spee h re ognition
Our aim is to nd the best dependen y stru ture for the set of variables onsidered in the spee h re ognition task. Sear hing over all the possible DBN
stru tures would be omputationally infeasible. In this se tion, we propose to
redu e this sear h to only \realisti " dependen ies, in a physi al and omputational sense.
First, we do not onsider dire t dependen ies between observable variables.
We believe this is a reasonable assumption be ause, short-time orrelations between epstral oeÆ ients are indire tly onsidered by  and  oeÆ ients.
Se ond, we do not allow future dependen ies between the hidden variables.
This is be ause past dependen ies must be onsidered given ausality of spee h.
Thus, given that the graph has to be a y li , we annot have both past and future dependen ies between hidden variables. Finally, we do not allow a hidden
variable to have an observable one as a parent. This is be ause there exists no
exa t algorithm to infer BNs where ontinuous variables have dis rete hildren.
We also assume that the hidden pro ess is stationary. Therefore, the remaining
authorized dependen ies in the lass of stru tures we are onsidering are the
following :
Let X [t℄ = fXh[t℄; Xo [t℄g denote the hidden and observed variables at time
t respe tively, and XT1 = fX [1℄; : : : ; X [T ℄g represent the set of the variables for
a sequen e of length T .
 A hidden variable at time t is independent of Xt1  1 given the last 
hidden variables, if t > 



P (Xh [t℄jXt1 1 ) = P (Xh [t℄jXh [t ℄; : : : ; Xh [t 1℄)

(77)

The observation variable at time t is independent of all the other variables
given the hidden variables in the time window [t p ; t + f ℄, for some
integers p and f

P (Xo [t℄jXT1

n fXo[t℄g) = P (Xo [t℄jXh [t p ℄;

: : : ; Xh [t + f ℄)

(78)

The stationarity assumption results in a repeating stru ture. Therefore, the
triple (; p ; f ) determines ompletely the DBN stru ture. When (; p ; f ) =
(1; 0; 0), the model redu es to the standard rst-order HMM (Figure 5) where
Eq.(77) de nes the state transition probabilities and Eq.(78) de nes the observation probabilities. When (; p ; f ) = (2; 1; 1), we have the stru ture of
Figure 6. Hen e, the sear h lass of possible DBN stru tures is de ned by the
triples (; p ; f ) for, 1    max; 0  p  pmax ; 0  f  fmax .
(max ; pmax ; fmax ) is an upper limit whi h de nes the size of the sear h lass.
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Xh [1℄

Xh [2℄

Xh [3℄

Xh [4℄

Xo [1℄

Xo [2℄

Xo [3℄

Xo [4℄

Figure 6: DBN stru ture with (; p ; f ) = (2; 1; 1), T = 4

7.2 Learning DBNs for spee h re ognition
Now that we have de ned the sear h lass, the learning problem an be stated
as follows:
Given a set of observations, nd the \optimal" stru ture de ned by the
triple (; p ; f ), and the asso iated onditional probabilities whi h best explain
the data. The optimality will be onsidered in the sense that the likelihood of
observations is maximum and the stru tural omplexity is minimum.
In this se tion, we present the main lines of the learning algorithm for the
lass of DBN stru tures that we de ned in the previous se tion. We assume
that ea h dis rete hidden variable takes M values and ea h observable variable
has a Gaussian density whi h depend on the values of its parents. Therefore
the numeri al parameterization of our DBNs is the following:
P (Xh [t℄ = j jh [t℄ = i) = aij [t℄; for j = 1 : : : M:
P (Xo [t℄jo [t℄ = i)  N (i [t℄; i [t℄)
(79)
The (possibly) ve tor-index i is over all possible values of the variable's parents,
whi h depend on the stru ture, i.e. on the triple (; p ; f ). Given the stationarity assumption, the parameters of these onditional probabilities are onstant
over time, when the stru ture is self-repeating, i.e.,
aij [t℄ = aij ; for t =  + 1; : : : ; T
i [t℄ = i ;
i [t℄ = i ; for t = p + 1; : : : ; T f
(80)
Given a xed stru ture in our sear h lass, we have to estimate the parameters relative to this stru ture whi h a hieve the maximum likelihood of
data. This is done using the lassi al EM algorithm. Based on the dependen y
assumptions, the fa torization of the joint probability fun tion is as follows.

P (Xh T1 ; Xo T1 ) =
p

Y

T

f

Y


Y

=1

t

P (Xh [t℄jh [t℄)

P (Xo [t℄jXh tt+fp )

T
Y

= +1

t 

T
Y

P (Xh [t℄jXh tt 1 )

P (Xo [t℄jo [t℄)
(81)
t=p +1
=1
t=T f +1
Using the standard steps for deriving the EM update equations and onsidering
the above fa torization property, the update equations for a set of L observation
sequen es Ol = fol1 ; : : : ; olTl g, ea h of length Tl , are obtained as follows:
t

P (Xo [t℄jo [t℄)
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 (t; j; i; l) = P (Xh [t℄ = j; h [t℄ = ijOl )
(t; i; l) = P (o [t℄ = ijOl )
for  + 1  t  Tl

for 1  t  

P L P Tl

=1 t=P
+1  (t; j; i; l)
aij = PL lP
M
Tl
j =1  (t; j; i; l )
t=+1
l=1
PL
=1  (t; j; i; l)
PL lP
M

aij [t℄ =

=1

l

for p + 1  t  Tl f

j

(82)

(83)

(84)

=1  (t; j; i; l)

PL PTl

f
l
t=p +1 ot (t; i; l )
=1
i = PL PTl f
t=p +1 (t; i; l )
l=1
PL PTl f l  l
t=p +1 ot ot (t; i; l )
l=1
i =
PL PTl f
t=p +1 (t; i; l )
l=1
l

^i ^i

(85)

for 1  t  p and Tl f + 1  t  Tl
i [t℄ =

PL l
ot (t; i; l)
Pl=1
L

i [t℄ =

PL l  l
l=1 ot ot (t; i; l )
PL

=1 (t; i; l)

l

^i [t℄ ^i [t℄

(86)
=1 (t; i; l)
Note that, the maximization of the auxiliary fun tion should be handled for
ea h time t in the initial and nal networks. The omputation of  (t; j; i; l) and
(t; i; l) is an inferen e problem for DBNs, whi h an be handled easily using
the JLO algorithm [19℄.
Now that we have the parameter learning algorithm for a given stru ture,
the stru tural learning algorithm an be stated as follows:




l

Spe ify the triple (max ; pmax ; fmax ), in order to de ne the sear h lass.
Run the stru tural EM algorithm. However, instead of using a random
stru ture in the rst iteration, we use the HMM stru ture. This way, we
guaranty that the learned model will have a likelihood greater (or equal)
than the HMM likelihood. In other words, the learned model is guaranteed
to model spee h with higher delity than HMMs.

The triple (max ; pmax ; fmax ), ontrols the size of the set of allowed stru tures. Therefore, a trade o an be made at this level over the omplexity of
the learning algorithm and the delity of the resulting model.
An important point to note is that the stru tural sear h and parameter updating for di erent stru tures is performed in the training phase only. On e
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a spe i model is learned for the given data set, the re ognition is performed
using an inferen e algorithm on the learned stru ture. In other words, all the
omputational e ort is done during training: whi h is a major te hni al advantage. Thus, the only measure of the omputational ost of our approa h is given
by the omplexity of the inferen e algorithm used in de oding.

7.3 Topology representation in DBNs
In HMM spee h re ognition te hniques, an important onsideration that e e ts
the performan e is the topology of the model. In HMM literature the topology
is en oded in the state transition matrix. A full transition matrix is used for an
ergodi model where any transition is probable. In DBN setting the topology is
en oded in the onditional probability table of the hidden state variable, whi h
is identi al to the state transition matrix when a 1st order state dependen e
assumption is used. We use the left-to-right topology whi h indu es an upper
triangular state transition matrix for 1st order HMMs.
Assume that the hidden state variables of a DBN model an take M di erent
values, fx1h ; : : : ; xM
h g. Then for a left-to-right topology, the state transition
probabilities has the following properties:


0; if i 6= 1
1; if i = 1
P (Xh [t℄ = xjh jXh [t 1℄ = xih ) = 0 if j 6= i + 1

P (Xh [0℄ = xih ) =

(87)
(88)

The rst property ensures that the state sequen e starts with the initial state.
The se ond property implies that the state transitions o ur from left to right
and, no jumps more than one state is allowed.
In addition to using left-to-right transitions, an other desirable property of
the state sequen e ould be imposed on the nal state. In order to distribute the
observation sequen e (of length T ) to all states of the model, one ould for e the
state sequen e to end at the last state xM
h . This ould be a hieved by imposing
the following property on the onditional probability table of the hidden state
variable at time T .

P (Xh [T ℄ = xM
h jXh [T

8

1℄ = xih ) = 0 if i 6= M; M

1

(89)

Experiments

In this se tion, we provide a preliminary evaluation of the performan e of our
approa h. Our primary goal here is to illustrate the potential of our approa h.
We are not trying to tune the parameters in order to a hieve the best performan es.

8.1 Isolated digit re ognition
In isolated word re ognition, we model ea h word in the database with a DBN
and train the models from a given set of utteran es. The stru ture and parameter learning of the model is performed using the te hniques des ribed in
the previous se tions. On e the models are trained for ea h word, in the test
phase, we ompute the likelihood of ea h test utteran e on ea h model. The
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re ognition is based on maximum likelihood prin iple. The model that gives the
maximum likelihood is hosen as the re ognized word.
The experiments are arried out on the isolated part of the Tidigits database
in whi h 112 (resp. 113) speakers are used for training (resp. test). Ea h speaker
uttered 11 digits twi e. The size of ea h observation ve tor is 35, onsisting of
11 MFCC (energy dropped), 12 , and 12 . Ea h hidden variable takes 4
values, M = 4. Ea h observable variable has a single Gaussian distribution with
a diagonal ovarian e matrix. We assume a left-to-right transition topology for
all the stru tures onsidered.
For the purpose of this experiment the upper-bound on the dependen e
parameters are hosen to be (max ; pmax ; fmax ) = (2; 1; 1). As a rst step
we evaluate all possible stru tures for all digits using the BIC s ore. This
experiment gives us the global maximum among the stru ture spa e for ea h
digit. We observe that for all the digits, the stru ture with the highest s ore is
the same4 with the dependen y parameters as, (; p ; f ) = (1; 0; 1). This shows
that future dependen ies an be very important in modelling. The re ognition
rate obtained using this stru ture is 96.43%, while the rate given by the HMM
stru ture is 92.86%. The improvement is remarkable given that the inferen e
omplexity of both stru tures is asymptoti ally the same. Indeed, due to the
left-to-right topology assumption, the in rease in the de oding omplexity is
only by a fa tor of 2 with respe t to HMM de oding.
Xh [1℄

Xh [2℄

Xh [3℄

Xh [3℄

Xo [1℄

Xo [2℄

Xo [3℄

Xo [3℄

Figure 7: The global maxima in the stru ture spa e of all the digits (T = 4),
(; p ; f ) = (1; 0; 1).
Next, we apply the stru tural learning algorithm using BIC s oring for ea h
digit. The learned stru ture for 'o', '0', '2', '4', '5', '7', '9', is (; p ; f ) = (1; 0; 1),
and for '1', '3', '6', '8' it is (; p ; f ) = (1; 1; 0). We observe a re ognition rate
of 96.63% with the learned models. For most of the digits, the SEM algorithm
onverges to the global maxima of the stru ture spa e. For the rest of the
models, although the algorithm is stru k in the lo al maxima the s ore is very
lose to the global maxima. Moreover, re ognition results indi ate that the
modelling performan e is a eptable.
It is also interesting to ompare the re ognition rates of all the stru tures
within the sear h spa e. We performed separate parameter learning algorithms
for ea h stru ture. In Table 1 we give a list of the re ognition rates for ea h
stru ture. The stru tures are listed in in reasing stru tural omplexity, where
(1,0,1)-(1,1,0) and (2,0,1)-(2,1,0) have the same omplexities respe tively. One
an see that, in reasing model omplexity generally in reases the re ognition
4 We should note that the onvergen e to the same stru ture for all data sets is a spe ial
ase. In general, it is possible to have a di erent stru ture for ea h data set.
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performan e. It should also be noted that none of the stru tures has a lower
performan e than the baseline HMM. MDL s oring leads to a good trade o
between modeling delity and omplexity. However we should observe that,
although the stru tures (1,0,1) and (1,1,0) have the same omplexity, and that
(1,0,1) has a higher likelihood for the training set, the re ognition performan e
is higher for (1,1,0). We relate this in onsisten y to the imperfe tions in the
data set.

 p f
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 0
2 0 1
2 1 0
1 1 1
2 1 1

Re ognition Rate
92.86
92.86
96:43
97.44
96.51
97.56
97.05
98.42

Table 1: Re ognition rate for di erent model stru tures (%).

9

Dis ussion and Future Work

We presented an a ousti modelling strategy based on Dynami Bayesian Networks. The proposed modelling s heme involves both parameter and stru tural
learning. This enables us to learn the CI assumptions from data as opposed
to general HMMs where the CI are xed. We tested the proposed s heme on
an isolated digit re ognition task based on separate digit models. We observe
that the learned models give higher likelihood wrt. baseline HMMs indi ating a
higher modelling delity. Moreover, the MDL s ore is shown to be a su essful
metri in ontrolling the omplexity of the learned model. However, one should
note that the penalty term in the MDL/BIC s ore does not depend on the data.
An improvement an be a hieved by using a data driven penalty term.
As for the future work in order to in rease the re ognition s ore one an
onsider in reasing the number of hidden states or modelling the output probability densities as mixtures of Gaussians. It has been shown that by modifying
these parameters it is possible to a hieve higher re ognition rates in standard
HMMs. Hen e the same methodology an be applied to DBN models.
Another evaluation of di erent models with di erent dependen ies an be
performed by omparing them for equal number of parameters. (i.e adding
dependen ies in one model and in reasing the number of mixtures in another
model that would yield the same number of parameters). This kind of evaluation
would reveal the importan e of onsidering additional dependen ies.
A more ru ial step as a future work is to perform ontinuous re ognition.
In ontinuous re ognition, the training is performed from a ontinuous database
where the utteran es are omposed of sequen es of words. Therefore one annot train the models as in the isolated ase. An initial pro essing must be
performed to separate the words and/or phonemes in ea h utteran e. The embedded training te hnique merges this pro ess with parameter learning. This
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te hnique assumes that the phoneme sequen e of the utteran e is given without
spe ifying the transition instants and durations. The idea is to onstru t a super
model that apsulates all the phonemes o urring in the utteran e. On e this
super model is trained with the given utteran e, the parameters orresponding
to ea h phone model is extra ted. Besides individual phone model parameters, the trained model also learns the phoneme transition probabilities. These
probabilities an be used as a bigram model.
In test phase, we onstru t a super model that in ludes all phoneme model
parameters. The bigram model is also in orporated in this model. The values
of the hidden state variable of the super model is the union of the states of
ea h phoneme model. Hen e the onditional probability table of the hidden
state variables en ode the transitions between phonemes as well as the phoneme
state transitions. De oding a given utteran e using this model we obtain the
most probable phoneme sequen e. Another approa h is to use multinets rather
than a super model. In multinets, the dependen ies of the network are hanged
a ording to a spe i assignment of the variables. This allows us to onsider
simpler networks and hen e redu e the omputational ost.
Stru ture learning using embedded training is more ompli ated, sin e it
is possible to have di erent stru tures for di erent phoneme models. In this
ase, the stru ture of the super model is not repeating. Moreover, it is not
possible to onstru t the stru ture of the model without knowing the exa t
phoneme transitions. A possible approa h to this problem is to start with the
simple HMM stru ture, and perform embedded training for this model. Next
we de ode the training database using this simple model and nd the phoneme
transition instants. Then, the spe i phoneme observations in ea h utteran e
an be used for stru ture learning for ea h phoneme separately as in the isolated
ase. However, the performan e of the resulting system depends on the initial
de oding of the HMM model. The errors will be transferred to the nal system.
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